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Abstract: The Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is a double stranded helix of nucleotides consists of: Adenine (A), Cytosine
(C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). In this work, the DNA code is converted into an equivalent digital signal quaternary code.
The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and the Derivative Dynamic Time Warping (DDTW) algorithms are applied on two
different species’ DNA to calculate the distance between them. We apply these two techniques to compare human DNA to
several species of different biological families by calculating the warping path values.
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1. Introduction
All living organisms are characterized by the same type of
genetic blueprint that acts as the deciding factor of organism
specification. This is the Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
which is a double-stranded helix of nucleotides that carries
the genetic information of a cell. DNA is a combination of 4
nucleotides: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and
Thymine (T) [1].
Various properties and characteristics are governed to
exist based on the millions of combinations of these 4
nucleotides. In this work, we compare between multi species
DNA by transferring the stored data from its biological form
to digital form. The proposed approach takes advantage of
the techniques of signal processing [2]. The Dynamic Time
Warping and the Derivative Dynamic Time Warping
(DDTW) algorithms are applied on the resulting DNA signal
representations to extract information from this code.
We apply the two techniques to compare human DNA to
several species of different families by calculating warping
path values. The organisms compared are Mammals,
Reptiles, Fish and Amphibians.
The human is considered a member of the Ape family.
There are 193 living species of apes, 192 of them are covered
with hair. The exception is a naked ape self-named Homosapien [3]. The recent publication of the complete chimp
genome [4], marked by a celebratory issue of the journal
“Nature” recounts that humans and chimps share 96 percent
of the same genetic material. The number of genetic
differences between humans and chimps is ten times smaller
than that among mice and rats [5].
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In the following sections, we discuss how to compare
between different organisms using the DTW and DDTW
algorithms. In section 2, we present the binary, quaternary
representation of DNA sequences and the length of the DNA
code. In section 3 and 4, the Dynamic Time Warping and the
Derivative Dynamic Time Warping algorithms are applied
on the two resulting signals to enable us to extract
information from DNA codes. In section 5, we compare
between Human DNA and different species of different
families. In section 6, various organisms with the nearest
distance from human DNA are illustrated.

2. DNA SIGNAL REPRESENTATION
In this section, the DNA code is converted into a signal
form; it is a simple straight forward procedure, and applying
the DTW algorithm on the two different signals to calculate
warping path values between these two signals and the
distance between them.
2.1. DNA Binary and Quaternary Representations
Mapping the DNA sequences to binary representation is a
simple and a straightforward procedure. For most tasks, a flat
encoding of 2 bits per nucleotide, assigned in an alphabetical
order would be a sufficient starting point [6].
A = (00) 2 or A = 0Q
C = (01) 2 or C = 1Q
G = (10) 2 or G = 2Q
T = (11) 2 or T = 3Q
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For example the DNA sequence:
ACTGGTTTAAACTC
Will be represented in binary format as:
(00,01,11,10,10,11,11,11,00,00,00,01,11,01) 2
It will be represented in quaternary format as:
(0,1,3,2,2,3,3,3,0,0,0,1,3,1)q
2.2 DNA Genomic Length
The length of the DNA sequence may reach millions of
bases. The DNA sequence of most known organisms can be
downloaded from the gene bank [7]. When the length of the
DNA sequence increases, the resulting resolution increases
accordingly and vice versa. The data encoding
representations are used to distinguish between different
organisms.
The following examples compare the distance between
Human and other species such as Cheetah, Shaping Frog and
Eurasian Wolf in a small and large DNA sequence. Only the
first 100 and 5000 DNA sequences of the species are chosen
from the gene bank [7] to perform such a procedure.
2.2.1

Choosing 100 DNA sequences for each
species

Applying DTW to calculate the distance between two
various signals, the results will be as follows:
Human versus Cheetah = 24.465277777777778567269706400111
Human versus Frog = 24.03496503496503322594435303472
Human versus Wolf = 24.255172413793104624346597120166
2.2.2

Choose only 5000 DNA sequences for each
species

Applying DTW to calculate the distance between two
signals, the results will be as follows:
Human versus Cheetah = 1116.6109426681366585398791357875
Human versus Frog = 1090.3453296703296473424416035414
Human versus Wolf = 1103.676808186972721159690991044
Examining the above results, it can be shown that when
the length of the DNA signals decreases the distances
between Human and other species signals are too close and
the resultant resolution is quite clear. However, when the
length of the DNA signal increases, the distance between
Human and others species are more apart and the resultant
resolution is clear.
The DNA of any organism contains millions of DNA
sequences. In our experiments we use only the first 5000
base pairs of this DNA sequence to increase the resultant
resolution. This number is employed to reduce the execution
time [1].
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3. Dynamic Time Warping
DTW algorithm has earned its popularity because of its
extreme efficiency as a “time-series similarity measure”. It
minimizes the effects of shifting and distortion in time by
allowing “elastic” transformation of time series in order to
detect similar shapes with different phases [8]. Dynamic
Time Warping algorithm (DTW) calculates an optimal
warping path between two time series. The algorithm
calculates both warping path values between the two series
and the distance between them [9]. In the next few lines, we
are summarizing the DTW procedure.
Suppose we have two signals:
A = (a1,a2,…..an) and B = (b1,b2,….bm)
Where ‘n’ and ‘m’ represent signals A and B lengths
respectively.
The lengths of both signals need not be the same. DTW
calculates the difference between the elements in the two
signals; the most popular method for distance calculation
between values of signals is the Euclidian Distance measure.
It results in a matrix of distances having n rows and m
columns of the general term given by:
dij =

,

i=

,j=

(1)

Where i and j are the indices of the matrix rows and columns
respectively. The minimal distance matrix between
sequences is determined using a dynamic programming
algorithm and the following optimization criterion:
aij = dij + min (

)

(2)

Where aij is the minimal distance between the subsequences
(a1,a2, ..., ai) and (b1, b2, ..., bj) [9].
3.1. Finding an Optimal Path
A warping path is a path through the minimal distance
matrix from a11 element to anm element consisting of those aij
elements which have formed the anm distance [9]. It is not
necessary to compute all possible paths P and the
corresponding distances to find the optimal path. Out of the
huge number of theoretically possible paths, only a fraction
is reasonable for our purposes [10]. The alignment path built
by DTW must satisfy the following criteria:
1.

Boundary Condition:
p1 = (1; 1) and pK = (N;M)

The starting and ending points of the warping path must be
the first and the last points of the aligned sequences.
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Monotonicity Condition:
n1≤ n2≤ …. ≤ nk and m1 ≤ m2 ≤ ….. ≤ mk

Table 1: The Distance between Different Species of
Mammals and Humans

This condition preserves the time-ordering of the points.

GC =

Species

Distance

1

Spectacled
Bear

1084.7442212438083970482693985105

2

Sloth Bear

1094.6056494045969884609803557396

Malayan Sun
Bear

1088.0787737145999471977120265365

Asiatic Lion

1111.427568163040405124775134027

3

(3)
4

Where the terms
, refer to those elements that belong
to the warping path with p being their number.

4. Derivative Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is useful to
align two signals that are similar except for local
accelerations and decelerations in the time axis. The
algorithm has a problem when the two sequences are
differing in the Y-axis such as different scaling (amplitude
scaling) [11]. Another Algorithm is proposed to give more
accurate results which is the Derivative Dynamic Time
Warping algorithm it is a modified DTW by first Deriving
the sequences of the both DNA input signals [11]. The
algorithm details are summarized as follows:
Algorithm Details
The distance measured between two signals in Derivative
Dynamic Time Warping is not Euclidean but rather the
square of the difference of the estimated derivatives of the
two signals, it is defined as shown below:

6

5. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the DNA code of the human and other
different organisms DNA codes are compared by applying
the Dynamic Time Warping and the Derivative Dynamic
Time Warping algorithms to calculate both warping path
values and the distance between them.
5.1. Comparing Human DNA with the Mammalian
Family
Mammals are warm-blooded vertebrates which, with the
exception of a few notable species, nurse their young with
milk produced by the female’s mammary glands. They give
birth to live young, and have bodies insulated by hair [1],
63

1108.2985383342527256900211796165
1116.6109426681366585398791357875

7

Bactrian
Camel

1081.7890085611709309887373819947

8

American
Bison

1080.195376995046672163880430162

Eurasian Elk

1103.7682808380741334985941648483

10

Horse

1089.4071922544951576128369197249

11

Chimpanzee

1045.1434301521437646442791447043

12

Gorilla

1074.1851392335263426502933725715

13

Western
Lowland
Gorilla

1076.466161268090900193783454597

14

Grivet
Monkey

1078.1153582682559317618142813444

Proboscis
Monkey

1094.0886850152905935829039663076

Black SnubNosed
Monkey

1091.2661122661122590216109529138

9

15

16

Where q is the first DNA input signal, as the same on the
second signal. DDTW time complexity is O(MN), which is
the same as DTW [11].

Snow
Leopard
Cheetah

5

Hoofed

The path advances gradually, step by step where the
indices i and j increase by maximum 1 unit on a step. The
global warp cost (GC) of the two sequences is defined as
shown below:

Family

Carnivorous

#

Continuity Conditions

Apes

3.

Monkeys

2.

[12]. Table 1 compares between the distance results of
Human and some of the different species of the Mammals
family after applying the Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DTW) on the DNA signals.

This table demonstrates, the distances between human
DNA and some of the mammalian species. Each species is
indicated by a family type. In the carnivorous part, all
species of the same type are close to each other like bears
and tigers family. In hoofed part, some of these results are
very close to each other like Bactrian Camel and American
Bison, but the other results are relatively close. In the Ape
and monkey parts, some of these results are very close to
each other, but the distance between Human DNA and
Chimpanzee are very close than any other distances between
Human and other species.
Table 2 compares between the distance results of Human
and some of the different species of the Mammals family
after applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.
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2

Sloth Bear

1443.1973852040816836961312219501

#
1
2

1425.7273746596188175317365676165

Asiatic Lion

1424.3741997439180977380601689219

5

Snow
Leopard

1428.4979655337481290189316496253

4

6

Cheetah

1439.6078251870721942395903170109

5

7

Bactrian
Camel

1422.4823557847244046570267528296

8

American
Bison

1424.446617082533521170262247324

Eurasian Elk

1478.5224132390744671283755451441

10

Horse

1422.4317925137140719016315415502

11

Chimpanzee

1353.8787298547949831117875874043

12

Gorilla

1394.7932831035589060775237157941

13

Western
Lowland
Gorilla

1396.5571234409976568713318556547

14

Grivet
Monkey

1403.7733652312599588185548782349

Proboscis
Monkey

1431.1357980089917418808909133077

Black SnubNosed
Monkey

1431.7897136458166187367169186473

9

15
16

Apes

4

Monkeys

3

Hoofed

Malayan Sun
Bear

This table illustrates, the distances between human DNA
and some of the mammalian species. Each specific species is
indicated by a family type. The results of this table have
increased than the results of Table 1, and the results are
relatively close to each other but chimpanzee is still a shorter
distance to human than any other species.
5.2. Comparing Human DNA with the Reptile
Family
The Reptile family is a cold-blooded, scaly-skinned
vertebrates. Most reptiles reproduce by laying leathery eggs.
However, many lizards and snakes give birth to live young
[1], [12]. Table 3 compares between the distance results of
Human and some of the different species of the Reptile
family after applying the Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DTW) on the DNA signals.

3

6
7
8

Family

Alligators and
Crocodiles

1403.0655114454939393908716738224

Snakes

Spectacled
Bear

Tortoises and
Turtles

1

Species

Distance

Nile Crocodile

1072.5735435229610175156267359853

American
Alligator

1072.7351566794941390980966389179

Chinese
Alligator

1067.5445640176601500570541247725

Ball Python

1083.4555677454745818977244198322

King Cobra

1093.5115766262404122244333848357

Vietnamese
Big-Headed
Turtle
Egyptian
Tortoise
Annam Leaf
Turtle

1088.48351951454969821497797966
1074.7884668318195053871022537351
1064.6681693989071391115430742502

This table shows, the distances among Human DNA and
some of reptile species. Each species is indicated by a family
type. In the Alligator and Crocodile family, the results are
close to each other. However, the results of the other families
are relatively close to each other.
Table 4 compares between the distance results of Human
and some of the different species of the Reptile family after
applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.
Table 4: The Distance between Different Species of Reptiles
and Humans
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Family

Alligators and
Crocodiles

Distance

Snakes

Species

Family

Carnivorous

#

Table 3: The Distance between Different Species of Reptiles
and Humans

Tortoises and
Turtles

Table 2: The Distance between Different Species of
Mammals and Humans

Species

Distance

Nile Crocodile

1390.2658558124599039729218930006

American
Alligator

1393.4310331041099288995610550046

Chinese
Alligator

1374.5345441595441116078291088343

Ball Python

1393.2997856121962740871822461486

King Cobra

1403.1283224574247014970751479268

Vietnamese
Big-Headed
Turtle
Egyptian
Tortoise
Annam Leaf
Turtle

1429.4325119236884802376152947545
1424.2012050103060118999565020204
1399.6871109337589587084949016571

This table illustrates, the distances between human DNA and
some of the Reptiles species. Each specific species is
indicated by a family type. The results of this table have
increased than the results of Table 3., and the results are
relatively close to each other.
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5.3. Comparing Human DNA with the Amphibian
Family
Amphibians include frogs, toads, newts, salamanders and
the curiously worm-like caecilians. Some of amphibians live
permanently on land while others, such as the axolotl, never
leave the water [1], [12]. Table 5 compares between the
distance results of Humans and some of the different species
of the Amphibian family after applying Dynamic Time
Warping Algorithm (DTW) on the DNA signals.

1
2
3
4
5

Family

5

1109.9744086318992231099400669336

Eurasian Wolf

1103.676808186972721159690991044

Shaping Frog

1090.3453296703296473424416035414

3

Mongolian Wolf

1102.4080531340805464424192905426

Chusan Island
Toad

1061.546332046332054233062081039

Ryukyu Spiny
Newt
Hong Kong
Warty Newt

1079.4857966241252142935991287231
1078.2779986291980094392783939838

Family

Species

Distance

Lake Victoria
Clawed Frog

1413.9930833200064625998493283987

Shaping Frog

1427.7448515325670541642466560006

Chusan Island
Toad

1388.6673306772909199935384094715

Ryukyu Spiny
Newt
Hong Kong
Warty Newt

1431.6704833597464130434673279524
1430.8383306962025471875676885247

This table shows, the distances between human DNA and
some of the Amphibian species. Each specific species is
indicated by a family type. The results of this table have
increased than the results of Table 5., and the results are
relatively close to each other.
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Domestic Dog

2

Frogs and Toads

4

1

1092.8093460528134528431110084057

Salamande
rs and
Newts

3

Distance

Lake Victoria
Clawed Frog

Table 6: The Distance between Different Species of
Amphibians and Humans

2

Species

Distance

Table 6 compares between the distance results of Humans
and some of the different species of the Amphibian family
after applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.

1

#

Species

This table demonstrates, the distance between Human
DNA and some Amphibian species. Each specific species is
separated by a family type. In the frogs and toads family,
some of these results are very close like Shaping Frog and
Lake Victoria Clawed Frog. The same is true with the
Salamanders and Newts family.

#

Table 7: The Distance between Different Species of Canis
and Humans

Frogs and Toads

#

Canis family includes dogs, wolves and foxes. Table 7
compares between the distance results of Human and some
of the different Canis species family after applying Dynamic
Time Warping Algorithm (DTW) on the DNA signals.
.

Salamande
rs and
Newts

Table 5: The Distance between Different Species of
Amphibians and Humans

5.4. Comparing Human DNA with the Canis Family

This table illustrates, the distance between human DNA
and some Canis species. The results of this family are
relatively the same for different species.
Table 8 compares between the distance results of Humans
and some of the different species of the Canis family after
applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.
Table 8: The Distance between Different Species of Canis
and Humans
#

Species

Distance

1

Domestic Dog

1447.7264964086193685943726450205

2

Eurasian Wolf

1445.2515612489992236078251153231

3

Mongolian Wolf

1452.3620290549170022131875157356

This table demonstrates, the distances between human DNA
and some of the Canis species. Each species is indicated by a
family type. The results of this table have increased than the
results of Table 7., and the results are very close to each
other.
5.5. Comparing Human DNA with the Felines
Family
The feline family includes cats, lions, tigers, and cheetahs
[1]. Table 9 compares between the distance results between
Human and some of the different species of the Feline family
after applying Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm (DTW)
on the DNA signals.
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Table 11: The Distance between Different Species of Fish
and Humans
#

#

Species

Distance

1

Asiatic Lion

1111.427568163040405124775134027

Species

Distance

Shark
Mullet

1078.470539647577197683858685195
4

Elephant
Shark

1083.420285833217803883599117398
3

3

Gummy
Shark

1083.353476821192089118994772434
2

4

Blue Whale

1085.421846878028418359463103115
6

1
2

Clouded Leopard

1117.724370441722840041620656848

5

Cheetah

1116.6109426681366585398791357875

This table illustrates, the distance between human DNA
and some Feline species. The results of this family are
relatively the same for different species.
Table 10 compares between the distance results between
Human and some of the different species of the Feline family
after applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.
Table 10: The Distance between Different Species of Felines
and Humans
#

Species

Distance

1

Asiatic Lion

1425.1498239718355307559249922633

2

Leopard

1384.6044231084852071944624185562

3

Snow Leopard

1429.4998006061573505576234310865

4

Clouded Leopard

1428.3566428003182409156579524279

5

Cheetah

1440.843849458943395802634768188

5
6
7

Fish were the earliest vertebrates to appear on Earth,
having evolved more than 500 million years ago. Fish
typically have fins and are covered in scales, are coldblooded and breathe using gills [1], [12]. Table 11 compares
between the distance results of Human and some of the
different species of Fish family after applying Dynamic Time
Warping Algorithm (DTW) on the DNA signals.
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American
Angler
Swordfish

1090.455825510767454034066759049
9
1052.414490772385534000932238996
1057.164525826728549873223528266

Table 12 compares between the distance results between
Human and some of the different species of the Fish family
after applying Derivative Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm
(DDTW) on the DNA signals.
Table 12: The Distance between Different Species of Fish
and Humans
#

Species

Distance

Family

Shark
Mullet

1396.1869024856596297468058764935

Elephant
Shark

1459.0834002569868061982560902834

3

Gummy
Shark

1434.8754394375200718059204518795

4

Blue Whale

1429.1688659628919140232028439641

Striped
Dolphin

1438.4635658294673703494481742382

American
Angler

1375.1492389408592771360417827964

Swordfish

1376.8337736151136141415918245912

1

5
6

5.6. Comparing Human DNA with the Fish Family

Striped
Dolphin

This table demonstrates, the distance between human DNA
and some Fish species. Each species are separated by a
family type. In the shark family, the results of elephant and
gummy sharks are almost the same but the results of mullet
shark are relatively close to the other shark results. In the
Whale family, the results are relatively close to each other.

2

This table shows, the distances between human DNA and
some of the Felines species. Each specific species is
indicated by a family type. The results of this table have
increased than the results of Table 9., and the results are
relatively close to each other.

Other

4

Whale

1108.2985383342527256900211796165

7

Shark

Snow Leopard

1094.1465784286117468582233414054

Whale

3

Leopard

Other

2

Family

Shark

Table 9: The Distance between Different Species of Felines
and Humans

This table illustrates, the distances between human DNA and
some of the Fish species. Each specific species is indicated
by a family type. The results of this table have increased than
the results of Table 11., and the results are relatively close to
each other.
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6. Verification
Table 13 demonstrates the closest results of Human and
some of the species of different families after applying
Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm (DTW) on the DNA
signals.
Table 13: The Distance between Different Species of
Different Families and Humans
#

Species

Distance

1

Pig

1042.6019257221457792184082791209

2

Chimpanzee

1045.1434301521437646442791447043

3

American
Angler

1052.414490772385534000932238996

4

Swordfish

1057.164525826728549873223528266

Chusan Island
Toad
Annam Leaf
Turtle
Chinese
Alligator

1064.6681693989071391115430742502

8

Nile Crocodile

1072.5735435229610175156267359853

9

American
Alligator

1072.7351566794941390980966389179

10

Gorilla

1074.1851392335263426502933725715

5
6
7

11
12

Egyptian
Tortoise
Western
Gorilla

1061.546332046332054233062081039

1067.5445640176601500570541247725

1074.7884668318195053871022537351
1076.466161268090900193783454597

These tables illustrate, the closest DTW and DDTW
distance results between human and different species of
different families. The pig is added as a new species.
Amazingly, with 5000 base pairs-based computation, the
distance between human and pig is much closer than the ratio
between human and chimpanzee.
Dr. L. Schook and J. Beever at University of Illinois
animal geneticists have created a side-by-side comparison of
the human genome and the pig genome that reveals
remarkable similarities. Dr. Schook said: “we took the
human genome, cut it into 173 puzzle pieces and rearranged
it to make a pig, everything matches up perfectly. The pig is
genetically very close to humans” [1] [13]. The two
appendices A and B, charts lay out the first 200 input DNA
values of different species as mentioned in table 13 and 14
respectively.

7. Summary and Conclusion
Within the cells of any organism is a substance called
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) acting as the genetic
blueprint. DNA sequence consists of A, C, G and T.
Applying Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm on the
quaternary signal equivalent of humans and other selected
species, we were able to compare different genetic codes
quantitatively. In this work we have discussed the following





Table 14 shows, the closest results of Human and some of
the species of different families after applying Derivative
Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm (DDTW) on the DNA
signals.
Table 14: The Distance between Different Species of
Different Families and Humans
#

Species

Distance

1

Pig

1289.6494919021911300660576671362

2

Chimpanzee

1353.8787298547949831117875874043

3
4

Chinese
Alligator
American
Angler

1374.5345441595441116078291088343
1375.1492389408592771360417827964

5

Swordfish

1376.8337736151136141415918245912

6

Chusan Island
Toad

1388.6673306772909199935384094715

7

Nile Crocodile

1390.2658558124599039729218930006

8

American
Alligator

1393.4310331041099288995610550046

Gorilla

1394.7932831035589060775237157941

9
10
11
12
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Western
Gorilla
Annam Leaf
Turtle
Egyptian
Tortoise

1396.5571234409976568713318556547
1399.6871109337589587084949016571
1424.2012050103060118999565020204



Converting a DNA biological signal into a digital
signal.
The digital representation of DNA sequences
enables us to apply the Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) to the developed signal.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and the Derivative
Dynamic Time Warping (DDTW) algorithms are
utilized to compare Human DNA and other selected
species by calculating both the warping path values
and the distance between them. The results are
depicted in Table numbers 1 to 14.
Tables 13 and 14 show the DTW and DDTW the
closest distance results between human DNA and
different species of different families signals.

Applying this methodology, different biological families can
be quantitatively reconstructed.
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Appendix A
The following chart laying out the first 200 DNA values of some species without Derivation to be input to Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) algorithm. These patterns are to be used to compare DNA codes.

The DNA Input Signal of Dynamic Time Warping
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Appendix B
The following chart laying out the first 200 DNA values of some species after the first derivative to be input to Derivative
Dynamic Time Warping (DDTW) algorithm. These patterns are to be used to compare DNA codes.

The DNA Input Signal of Derivative Dynamic Time Warping
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